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Executive Summary

Organizations are no longer asking what big data is; they are looking at what big data can do. Information and
integration governance (IIG) is playing a significant role to move big data from the realm of possibility to the reality of
business outcomes. Rather than bypassing IIG with the goal of agility and fast results, organizations are embracing it
and recognizing that IIG is a critical factor in the success of big data initiatives.

During July 2013, IBM commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct research on the relationship between big data
and IIG and how IIG is implemented to support big data initiatives. In an online survey, 512 business sponsors,
business intelligence professionals, and IT decision-makers from across the globe participated, providing insight into
their IIG practices.

Key Findings
Forrester’s study yielded three key findings:

 IIG maturity is linked to business and big data success. There is a strong correlation between IIG maturity and
year-on-year revenue growth. When IIG competency is achieved, it allows organizations to focus their efforts on
gaining competitive advantage, improving the customer experience, and managing risk. Organizations won’t
implement big data without IIG due to its importance to business outcomes.

 Transparency is foundational to big data IIG. Highly mature IIG organizations recognize that they need to
understand what data they have, where it comes from, and the nature of the data to implement and build trust in
big data. Data profiling is foundational to continuous monitoring and optimization that ensures big data stays
aligned and provides value for desired business outcomes.

 Understanding the context of the data is still elusive. Mastering the volume, variety, velocity, and veracity of
data depends on understanding the context of it entering the organization and how it will be used. Yet those
closest to the data do not feel they have proper access to context. Big data decision-makers need to understand
why this is affecting the success of analytics and take action to support the visualization of context during
planning and piloting phases.

 Agile IIG emerges. Organizations recognize that a one-size-fits-all approach to IIG is a big data killer. The nature
of big data and the ability to drive business outcomes quickly and broadly through big data investment mean IIG
needs to be agile in order to flex according to data context. IIG patterns are emerging and evident based on where
data is coming from, the type of data, and how data will be used.

You Can’t Do Big Data Without IIG

The myth that data governance kills innovation and slows down the business is busted, particularly when it comes to
big data. In fact, a lack of competency and success with IIG can actually hinder the ability to develop, roll out, and get
value from big data investments.
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 Companies doing big data have highly evolved IIG. Mature IIG is achieved when business leads within key
value streams or across the enterprise. These IIG programs emphasize alignment to strategic objectives and clear
understanding of the effect data has on the business. This gives data management and analytic teams a strong
foundation to orient toward opportunity rather than focusing solely on risk mitigation through command and
control practices. Mature IIG is a key characteristic of big data projects. A survey of big data sponsors, business
intelligence professionals, and IT indicated that organizations embarking on big data are more than three times
more likely to rate themselves as highly mature in data governance, compared with the overall market.

Figure 1
IIG Maturity Is A Key Characteristic Of Big Data Initiatives

Base: “Big Data Organizations” - 512 Director or VP level professionals with decision making authority for Big Data technologies;

“Overall” – 624 IT executives and technology decision-makers

Source: “Big Data Organizations” - A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, July 2013; “Overall” - Forrsights
Business Intelligence And Big Data Survey, Q4 2012

 No sign-off on big data go-live without IIG. Business-driven IIG is clear when it comes to trusting big data
investment for corporate consumption. Seventy-eight percent of executives and decision-makers for big data
investment require that IIG be implemented when big data moves out of development or pilots and into
production. However, they recognize that IIG practices can be loosened somewhat when big data is in a sandbox
or pilot. Only about half of big data sponsors use IIG as success criteria in these phases. But IIG is still important
at the test and learn phases of big data to ensure that results and hypotheses can be trusted.

 The better at IIG firms are, the higher the revenue growth will be. Ultimately, why invest in IIG if it doesn’t
help the bottom line? The results are clear: Companies that achieve more than 15% year-on-year revenue growth
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have more mature data governance practices. Those that achieve the highest level of data governance maturity
demonstrate an even higher revenue growth rate.

Figure 2
Business Performance Is Linked To Mature IIG

Base: 330 director- or VP-level professionals with decision-making authority for big data technologies

who ranked their data governance maturity as “high” or “very high”

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, July 2013

IIG Is Effective When Focused On The Right Things

The importance organizations place on IIG for big data is translating into IIG technology investment. Over 50% of
responders to the IIG and big data survey have implemented IIG technology. In fact, 29% of organizations are
expanding their implementations. Where they are in their IIG maturity and their uses for big data are guiding IIG
investment choices.
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Figure 3
IIG Technology Investment Is An Important Part Of IIG Practices

Base: 512 director- or VP-level professionals with decision-making authority for big data technologies

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, July 2013

Clear patterns of IIG are evident, from the way data is governed based on its source and type to how IIG activities are
prioritized. Traditional methods to manage and govern data that emphasize source and target approaches fail to
acknowledge the dynamic nature of big data. Volume, variety, velocity, and veracity are characteristics of big data, but
they also represent the flow of data into the business and how insights from big data are consumed by the business.
Rather than focusing IIG efforts only on how data comes in or where it lands, IIG is applied across the data process,
tightening and loosening controls within the context of data flight.

 Big data is governed in zones. The concept of zones is the foundation of agile IIG.1 Understanding the source of
data as well as the type allows organizations to classify the data within the contexts of business use and value.
Data may be tightly governed when used in business processes, decision-making, or meeting regulatory
requirements. Casual governance may be present for data coming into the organization but not used frequently
or widely. Validation can act to ensure a baseline of conformity. And a chaotic state of governance may be
allowed if data is not ready to be incorporated into business use. Less mature IIG tends toward a policy of
controlled data for all data. However, with big data, organizations use these zones and apply varying degrees of
governance to focus on what matters. Interestingly, no data type or source is left out of some type of applied IIG.
Data available in big data initiatives all goes through some aspect of controlled, causal, or validated governance
effort. Chaos is clearly not an acceptable state.

“What are your plans to invest in information integration and governance technology?”

1%
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24%

29%
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Don't know
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Planning

Implemented

Expanding

Planning to in the next 12 months
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Figure 4
Agile IIG Is Achieved By Applying Governance Zones

Base: 512 director- or VP-level professionals with decision-making authority for big data technologies

(percentages may not total 100 because of rounding)

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, July 2013

 Security comes first. Managing data access is already a business requirement. However, big data amplifies risks
as well as creates a variety of new security and access scenarios to consider. Examples of this: 1) Exploration is a
defining characteristic of big data analytics, but insight is iterative and needs validation; 2) big data offers a way to
understand the business better and can expose firms to competitive disadvantage if leaked; and 3) not all data
used for big data analytics is owned by the organization — firms need to be responsible custodians of their
customer and partner data. These new risk scenarios are clearly top of mind for big data initiatives. Of the top
responses to how big data is governed, security and access are two of the top three most important IIG activities.
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Figure 5
Security Is A Top Concern For Big Data IIG

Base: 512 director- or VP-level professionals with decision-making authority for big data technologies

(multiple responses accepted)

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, July 2013

 Access and trust are at the core. Utilizing big data is ultimately about gathering and integrating data from
various sources. Data quality governance and master data overall are at the top of big data governance tasks.
Thirty-five percent of organizations emphasize data quality, and 34% focus on master data management to
ensure the data can be trusted and useful. Theses governance activities not only ensure data is accurate but also
begin to structure and put data into context for widespread operational use.

 Technology is needed to automate governance at extreme scales. Big data initiatives often expose a lack of
adequate tooling to manage new security, quality, and delivery requirements. Organizations may have been able
to profile data with SQL statements. Data quality may have existed in pockets, and security may have only been
applied at a network level, not a data level. IIG technology is an imperative to govern big data. In fact, 53% of
organizations have implemented or are expanding IIG implementations, and 31% percent are planning to
implement in the next 12 months. However, big data scale is beyond the data you have; it encompasses scale of
users and uses. This can be complex and vast. The greatest challenge appears to be profiling — knowing what you
have. The majority of organizations place priority on the investment in IIG governance technology.

“What best describes how you govern big data today?"
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Figure 6
Automated Profiling Is In High Demand For Big Data

Base: 512 director- or VP-level professionals with decision-making authority for big data technologies

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, July 2013

Today, Operational Efficiency; Tomorrow, Transformation

Big data today is primarily focused around lean business practices for better profit and higher productivity. More than
half of organizations (53%) focus big data IIG on improving operational efficiency. This is especially true for larger
firms. What this has also translated into is the type of data that is governed — data that is most closely aligned to
process and productivity such as customer, product, and planning/budgeting/forecasting data. Extending governance
objectives to supporting new products, customer experience, and new business models is transformative to the business
and will require organizations to expand the internal and external use of other data types.

Relearn And Rethink Data Management Basics To Transform The Business
Early attempts to take advantage of big data also show the need to relearn and rethink data management basics.
Organizations with lesser degrees of IIG emphasize data quality and show aspirations of supporting general decision-
making. Staying at this level means firms stick to simpler big data use cases with lower payoff. More mature IIG
organizations demonstrate they have mastered getting the house in order. They are now able to focus support on
business outcomes by optimizing business process and gaining a better advantage against competitors. IIG mastery
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means that organizations are better equipped to manage against regulation and risk as well as take an outside-in view of
the business and become customer-centric.

Figure 7
IIG Mastery Provides Business Transformation Potential For Big Data

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, July 2013

Providing Access To Proper Big Data Context Unlocks Big Data Opportunity
The volume, variety, velocity, and veracity of data depend on proper context. Without an understanding of what
precipitates data capture and how it will be used, the ability to use big data for more than lean business practices and
performance management will be elusive. Context helps organizations master a wider set of internal and external data
and encompass data that is less structured but highly descriptive of customers, interactions, and other market
information.

 Lack of agreement exists that consumers of big data have proper access to context. IT and business project
sponsors in control of big data analytics investment and strategy may not be connected to the needs of end users.
Influencers closely associated to building solutions and end users indicate inconsistent access to proper context.
These groups are only half as likely as executive and decision-makers to have confidence on a consistent basis.
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Figure 8
Project Sponsors And End Users Disagree On Access To Data Context

Base: 512 director- or VP-level professionals with decision-making authority for big data technologies

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, July 2013

 Context needs better governance of standards. Having profiling, data quality, and master data management in
place is no guarantee that access to proper data context is being achieved. Better ways to manage and expand
standards and metadata is required. Currently, only 39% of those closest to the data govern metadata. The good
news: Executives and sponsors of big data investment are listening and have the development of standards as a
top area for expansion (in the top three governance expansion areas), helping to champion this shift.
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

The key to unlocking the potential of big data is to orient toward agile IIG. Rigid adherence to a single set of standards,
policies, and practices stifles the value that can be achieved from big data investment and insights. As organizations
consider expanding their data management practices to include big data, there are three guiding principles for Agile IIG:

 Advance IIG in stages that match analytic capabilities and objectives. It all begins with a vision, but
organizations can’t expect to get there overnight. Additionally, the urgency for insight will require a faster time-to-
value. IIG should not only guide the evolution of big data initiatives into quick return on high-value insight but also
manage risk. Insights from big data will guide more questions; build IIG to match the need with the level of
sophistication of analysis.

 Not all data is created equal; govern and prioritize in context. Consider the data source, the type of data, and
how the data will be used to establish context-driven IIG zones. This not only focuses IIG on aspects of security and
trust that matter but also allows for flexibility and fluidity of big data management efforts to maintain pace with the
business demand for insight.

 Test IIG in development before going to production. IIG is not just a tool to govern the production and
syndication of big data throughout the organization. It needs to be incorporated into the development and testing
phases of sandbox and pilot big data projects. Assumptions about how IIG will work in theory can often be incorrect
once launched. In addition, IIG can play an important role in validating big data hypotheses in order to trust analytic
results prior to syndication.
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Appendix A: Methodology

In this study, Forrester conducted an online survey of 512 director-level or higher business professionals in the US, the
UK, France, Germany, Brazil, Mexico, Japan, China, and India to evaluate their data governance practices and
perceptions. Participation required that respondents had decision-making authority for big data technologies and that
their firms had implemented or planned to implement big data within the next 12 months. Questions provided to the
participants asked about goals, drivers, challenges, business objectives, maturity levels, and investment plans for big
data and IIG. Respondents were offered a small incentive as a thank you for time spent on the survey. The study began
in June 2013 and was completed in July 2013.
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